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FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

ARCHITECTURE

Books and Scholarly Editions


Chapters


Articles


Published Conference Papers


Skinner R, ‘...scarcely suitable as standards on which to found our national taste’, ‘we have no style...’ *New Zealand Architecture 1900–1918: a one day symposium*, edited by Christine McCarthy (Wellington, New Zealand, Centre for Building Performance research, Faculty of Architecture and Design, Victoria University, 2004), pp. 77–85.


**Other Academic Publications**


Reports


### Architectural Plans


Hanley M, Kemble Welch A, *Sustainable housing design to support an aging population*, Kemble Welch House (Nelson, Marlborough Awards Exhibition, September-October, 2005).


### Designs


Hanley M, Kemble Welch A, (Design and production management), *Jazz concert – Carrara Park* (13 March, 2005).
McDonald C, et al., Outside the Square, design principles and redevelopment proposals for Aotea Square for Auckland City Council (Auckland, 2005).


Southcombe M, Virginia Lake South landscaping, Landscape design (2005).

**Exhibition/ Curatorial Exercise**

Christeller F, Keith-Brown J, Coyne-Jensen C, World Architecture Day (Wellington, New Zealand, 5 locations: Te Papa forecourt, Cuba Mall, Midland Park, City to Sea Bridge, Courtney Place, 8 October, 2005).


Keith-Brown J, Young K (Curators), Housing New Zealand: state house competition (Wellington, School of Architecture, Victoria University of Wellington, August, 2005).

Skinner R (Artist), ‘Lost and found; exhibited in ‘wORD presents house [layered]’, Jon Thompson and Estafania Galinades-Garcia, curators (Wellington, New Zealand, 151 Darlington Road, Miramar, 3-5 September, 2004).

Skinner R (Curator), Two letters from the early New Zealand architect, Frederick Thatcher (Wellington, New Zealand, University Library, Victoria University of Wellington, December, 2005).

**Conference Presentations**


Medio S, ‘Environmental design review: presentation on the role of software energy tools in design’, SBSE (Society for Building Science Educators) retreat (Savannah, GA, July 2005).


Skinner R, ‘We may note, that the exterior woodwork of some of the houses is seen to be elaborately carved’: illustrating the New Zealander in the 1840s’, Pacific colloquium, Te Papa Tongawera (Wellington, New Zealand, 20 August 2004).


DESIGN

Books and Scholarly Editions


Chapters


Articles
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**Published Conference Papers**


McCarthy C, ‘Going for gold: New Zealand houses in the 60s through the veil of the N.Z.I.A. bronze medals’, ...about as austere as a Dior gown ...: New Zealand architecture the 1960s, edited by Christine McCarthy (Centre for Building Performance Research, Victoria University of Wellington, 2005), pp. 48-55.


**Other Academic Publications**


**Designs**


**Exhibition/Curatorial Exercise**

Benninghoff B (Designer), *Exhibition of chair ‘Curve’ at the International Furniture Fair* (Cologne, Germany, IMM 2005, January, 2005).


McCarthy C (Curated and presented programme), *'Beyond the geyser room ...': New Zealand architecture in the 1970s* (Wellington, New Zealand, New Zealand Film Archives, 23 June, 2005).

McCarthy C (Curated with commentary), *From ashes to Antarctica: archived architecture on film, New Zealand, 1927–1970* (Wellington, New Zealand, New Zealand Film Archive, 5 October, 2004).

McCarthy C (Curated and presented programme commentary), *'Was it possible?': Life after the group: 1960s New Zealand architecture on film* (Wellington, New Zealand Film Archives, 8 December, 2005).


Mihova J, *Young muse in the old church* (Wellington, Old St. Paul’s Church, May, 2004).


**Film/Video - Research**


**Conference Presentations**


Fleetwood R, ‘Design audit by research: building a knowledge base for competitiveness by design’, Joining forces: international conference on design research, Lume Centre, University of Art and Design (Helsinki, Finland, September 2005).


Mackay C, ‘Developing shade for primary schools’, NZ Primary School Board of Trustees conference (Palmerston North, July 2004).


FACULTY OF COMMERCE AND ADMINISTRATION

ACCOUNTING AND COMMERCIAL LAW

Books and Scholarly Editions


Chapters


Dunbar D, ‘Offshore investment by New Zealand residents: can a more neutral tax regime be developed?’, in A pot pourri of 21st century taxation issues for New Zealand, edited by A Sawyer (New Zealand, 2005).


White D, Prebble J, ‘Source and residence: new configuration of their principles. theoretical framework, application and experience’, in Cahiers de droit fiscal international (Amersfoort, the Netherlands, Sdu Fiscale & Financiele Uitgevers, 2005), 90a, pp. 491-517.

**Articles**


**Published Conference Papers**


Meng Z, Dunstan K, Tutticci I, 'The value relevance of intangible assets in Australia prior to international harmonisation', *Seventeenth Asian-Pacific conference on international accounting issues* (Wellington, Fresno, School of Accounting and Commercial Law, Craig School of Business, 2005). CD-ROM.


**Other Academic Publications**


**Reports**


**Conference Presentations**


Baskerville R, 'New Zealand is the last bus stop on the route', 10th world congress of accounting historians (St Louis, August 2004).

Baskerville R, Bradbury M, 'Sector-neutral standard setting: history and Impact of the ten year experiment in New Zealand', 10th world congress of accounting historians (St Louis, August 2004).

Baskerville R, Cordery C, 'Measuring accountability: ethnographic research in annual general meetings', Qualitative research in business symposium, Albany Campus, Massey University (Auckland, October 2005).


Colquhoun P, 'Early twentieth century debates on depreciation for municipal corporations – other voices', 17th annual conference on accounting, business & financial history (Cardiff, September 2005).


Corbett S, ‘What’s law got to do with It?’, Teaching law and ethics to information technology students, ALTA (Hamilton, July 2005).


Holmes K, ‘Some recent issues concerning the need and opportunities for tax research to benefit developing and transitional countries’, 17th Australasian Tax Teachers’ Association conference (Wellington, January 2005).

Jackson A, Dunstan K, ‘Voluntary social and environmental disclosures by New Zealand listed companies annual reports’, AFAANZ Conference (Melbourne, July 2005).


Karim W, Moizer P, ‘The factors that affect how audit firms are perceived in New Zealand’, European Auditing Research Network (EARnet) conference in Amsterdam (Amsterdam, October 2005).


Malthus S, Fowler C, ‘Liberal education – is it of value to chartered accountants?’, Accounting educators forum (Sydney, November 2004).


Molisa P, ‘The dilemmas of not being omniscient, of knowing that there are problems in the world and that accounting is somehow complicit but not knowing where to start in changing it: reflections of accounting students’, Critical perspectives on accounting conference (New York, April 2005).


Smith A, Dunbar D, ‘Portfolio investment by NZ residents: can a more neutral regime be developed?’, Fifth annual Hawaii international conference on business (Honolulu, May 2005).


van Zijl T, 'Residual earnings model and its direct link to financial statements', Sixth annual company valuation conference (Auckland, March 2005).


van Zijl T, Truong P, 'Development of the concept of fair value in financial reporting standards', Accounting history conference (Braga, September 2005).

White D, 'Taxing trans-Tasman sport league athletes: rugby union or rugby league rules?', School of Accounting and Commercial Law seminar series (February 2005).

Theses

MCA


ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

Books and Scholarly Editions


Chapters


Articles


**Published Conference Papers**
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Hall V, 'An Australasian currency, New Zealand adopting the US dollar, or an independent monetary policy?', *Australian conference of economists* (Melbourne, Economic Society of Australia, 2005), pp. 1–32.


Martin R, 'Cheap, dirty (and effective) in class experiments', *Papers and proceedings: Australasian teaching economics conference* (Sydney, University of Sydney, 2005), pp. 11.


**Other Academic Publications**


Calcott P, Hutton S, *The choice of a liability regime when there is a regulatory gatekeeper* (Online, JEEM, 2005).


**Reports**


**Conference Presentations**


Evans L, ‘Incentive price regulation when costs are sunk: investment in advance’, Communications Research and Strategy forum (Sydney, November 2005).

Han C, ‘Data compatibility and fixed effects panel GMM with small T’, New Zealand econometrics study group meeting (Auckland, August 2005).


Krawczyk J, ‘Numerical solutions to lump-sum pension fund problems that can yield left-skewed fund return distributions’, Suresh Sethi’s 60th anniversary memorial workshop (Aix-en-Provence, France, June 2005).


Rieszman R, Whalley J, Zhang S, ‘How far is the world economy from free trade and autarky?’, The area conference on global economy (Munich, December 2004).


Singleton J, 'The Commonwealth/Reserve Bank and interorganisational collaboration', Academy of Social Sciences workshop, QUT (Brisbane, August 2005).


Velamuri M, ‘Spousal health insurance and women’s employment-sector choices’, Southwestern Social Science Association annual meeting (Corpus Christi, April 2004).


Zhang S, 'General equilibrium for economies with harmful overconsumption', The 1st workshop on internet and network economics (Hong Kong, December 2005).

**Theses**

**MCA**


Krongkajonsook N, 'Evaluating the CEV and GARCH option pricing models', 2005.

**MCom**


**GOVERNMENT**

**Books and Scholarly Editions**


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


Stephens R, 'Poverty, family finances and social security', in Redesigning the welfare state in New Zealand: problems, policies and prospects, edited by J Boston, P Dalziel and S St John (Kyoto, Horitsu Bunka-Sha, 2004).

**Articles**

Baehler K, 'What are the limits to public service advising? The public argument test', *Policy Quarterly*, 1, 3 (2005), pp. 3–9.


**Published Conference Papers**


**Other Academic Publications**


Callister P, *Richer, better educated, and more likely to be employed? understanding the changing experiences of younger cohorts of New Zealanders* (Wellington, Ministry of Social Development, 2005).


Reports


Conference Presentations


Callister P, 'Developing and ageing research strategy for the next five to ten years', *MSD forum: research on ageing future priorities and capabilities* (Wellington, February 2005).


Callister P, 'New Zealand fathers: overworked, undervalued, and overseas?', *New Zealand men’s issues summit* (Christchurch, Christchurch 2005).


Eichbaum C, 'Institutions and economic development: the case of central banks in New Zealand and Australia', *Symposium on institutions and economic development, University of Otago* (Dunedin, March 2005).

Gregory R, ‘Fifteen years of public sector reform: Hong Kong’s public management in perspective’, Governance in Asia Research Centre, City University of Hong Kong and the Efficiency Unit of the Hong Kong SAR government (Hong Kong, February 2005).


Wallace C, ‘Moving from words to action’, Workshop participation at the governance of the and the UN Fishstocks Agreement, St Johns New Foundland Canada (St Johns, May 2005).


HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH CENTRE

Chapters


Articles


**Published Conference Papers**


**Other Academic Outputs**


Raymont A, ‘The evaluation of the implementation of the primary health care strategy’, in *Primary focus 2; Ministry of Health* (2005). (Abs.)


**Reports**


**Conference Presentations**

Bennett M, ‘Connectedness in youth: Nga; Whakaaro o nga; Rangatahi i te Ao Hurihuri’, *Indigenous Knowledges conference* (Wellington, June 2005).


Cumming J, ‘Investing in primary health care: will New Zealand’s primary health care strategy achieve its goals?’, Fourth health services and policy research conference (Canberra, November 2005).

Green T, Cumming J, ‘Using diaries to measure utilisation of primary care by individual patients’, Fourth health services and policy research conference (Canberra, November 2005).


**Theses**

**MA**

CENTRE FOR STRATEGIC STUDIES

Edited Collections


Chapters


Cozens P, 'The best of times, the worst of times - maritime security in the Asia-Pacific', in Some reflections on maritime boundary and territorial disputes in the Asia-Pacific with a focus on the South China Sea, edited by Centre for Strategic Studies: New Zealand (Singapore, Institute of Defence and Strategic Studies, 2004), pp. 111–138.

Articles


Published Conference Papers


Conference Presentations


Cozens P, 'Some reflections of contemporary China’s diplomacy and strategic implications', Institute of Strategic and International Studies (Kuala Lumpur 2005).

Cozens P, 'Some reflections on maritime domain awareness and capacity building', CSCAP study group on maritime security (New Delhi, April 2005).

Cozens P, 'The Islamic Republic of Iran: geopolitical settings, a perspective from New Zealand', Conference 'Relationship Between New Zealand and the Islamic Republic of Iran' (Wellington, September 2004).

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Books and Scholarly Editions


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


Smith A, ‘Citation and links as a measure of effectiveness of online LIS journals’, *IFLA Journal* (2005), pp. 76-84.


Venkatraman S, ‘Mobile computing models – are they meeting the mobile computing challenges?’, *Association of Computing Machines in New Zealand*, 1, 1 (2005), pp. 1-12.


**Published Conference Papers**


Barnes S, Scornavacca E, ‘Strategic impact of wireless applications in New Zealand’, *Hong Kong mobility roundtable* (Hong Kong, 2005). CD-ROM.


Cullen R, ‘Operationalising the values/focus/purpose matrix: a tool for libraries to measure their ability to deliver service quality’, *6th Northumbria international conference on performance measurement in libraries and information services* (Durham, 2005).


Scornavacca E, Cairns J, ‘Mobile banking in New Zealand: a strategic perspective’, Hong Kong Mobility Roundtable (Hong Kong, 2005). CD-ROM.


Other Academic Publications


Gorman G, ‘How Do We Count Our Chickens? Or, Do Citation Counts Count?’, Online Information Review, 29, 6 (2005), pp. 581-584.


Pauleen D, Everisto R, ‘Cultural bias in IS research and practice: are you coming from the same place I am?’, in Panel presentations at the international conference of Information Systems, edited by R Davison, S Ang, M Alanis, and S Klein (ICIS, 2005). (Abs).


Toland J, ‘The role of information and communication technologies in enhancing the development of learning regions’, in Doctorial consortium, Knowledge Management in Asia Pacific (Wellington, 2005). (Abs).


Reports


Exhibition/Curatorial Exercise


Conference Presentations


**Theses**

**MA**


**MANAGEMENT**

**Books and Scholarly Editions**


Howell B, Restructuring primary health care markets in New Zealand: financial risk, competition, innovation and governance implications (Online, ISCR, 2005), 251pp.


**Edited Collections**

Davenport S, Doolin B, Leitch S, Motion J, Daellenbach U, Lum S (eds), Talking biotechnology...reflecting on science in society conference proceedings (Wellington, Victoria Management School, Victoria University of Wellington, 2005).


Chapters


Articles


Riad S, 'The power of `organisational culture` as a discursive formation in merger integration', Organization Studies, 26, 10 (2005), pp. 1531-1556.


Published Conference Papers


Chong E, ‘Cultural differences and managerial behaviour: European and Asian interim managers’, *5th international conference on knowledge, culture and change in organisations* (Greece, 2005), pp. 1–18.


Jones D, 'How to really deal with the difficulties and complexities of difference: Trinh T. Minh-ha’s theories of writing and difference', *APROS 11Asia-Pacific Researchers in Organization Studies, 11th international colloquium*, edited by APROS (Melbourne, APROS, 2005), pp. 889–896.


Mead A, 'Public policy, ethics and matauranga Maori', *Traditional knowledge & research ethics conference* (Auckland, Nga Pae o te Maramatanga, 2005), pp. 121–143.


Sahli M, Nowak J J, ’Migration, unemployment and net benefits of inbound tourism in a developing country’, 2nd international conference tourism and sustainable economic development macro and micro economic issues (Sardinia, 2005).


Other Academic Publications


Chong E, Role balance and team performance: a study of team role characteristics underlying high and low performing teams (Wellington, Victoria University of Wellington, 2005), 20pp.

Dickie J, Norman R, Fall guy or favoured servant? Public service reform in Antigua and Barbuda (Australia/NZ, ANZSOG Case programme, 2004), 14pp.


Mead A, The broader Pacific plan, tidying-up the region: commentary prepared on the South Pacific forum’s Pacific plan (Wellington, Civil society groups throughout the Pacific region, 2005).

Mead A, CBD working group on ABS & 8(j) for the Pacific Workshop on Traditional Knowledge, Genetic Resources & Customary Law (Cairns, SPREP & United Nations University Institute of Advanced Studies, 2005).

Mead A, Emerging issues in Maori traditional knowledge – can these be addressed by United Nations agencies? (Panama, United Nations Department of Economic & Social Affairs, Division for Social Policy & Development, 2005), 23pp.


Tyson J, Norman R, *Cave Creek, a national tragedy* (Australia/NZ, ANZSOG Case programme, 2004), Parts A and B, 32pp.


**Reports**


**Conference Presentations**

Brocklesby J, 'The cognitive constraints on multiparadigm organisational research - the case of management science', *European group on organisation studies* (Berlin, July 2005).


Davenport S, ‘The entrepreneur has ‘Sold Out’: an exploratory study of the sale of high-tech companies to off-shore buyers’, IAMOT (International Association for the Management of Technology) conference (Vienna, Austria, May 2005).


Dunn C, ‘Training in the retail industry in Australia and New Zealand’, Retail employment workshop, Queensland University of Technology (Brisbane, January 2005).


Mead A, ‘Customary law and protected areas’, 3rd IUCN world conservation congress (Bangkok, November 2004).


Mead A, ‘Taonga Maori online’, Keynote presentation to Te Roopu Whakahau Maori Librarian’s and Information Workers Network (Auckland, November 2004).


Merritt K, Bryson J, ‘Cultural identity – the missing factor’, 4th international conference on researching work and learning (Sydney, 2005).
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Sahli M, 'Economic explanation of net benefits of tourism growth to the community', *Think tank v sustainability conference* (Kingston, June 2005).

Sahli M, Nowak J J, 'Tourism and Dutch disease in a small island economy', *Proceedings of the workshop on small island tourism economies and sustainable development* (Corsica, December 2005).


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MCA**


Sangster R, 'Establishing the links between people capability and organisational outcomes: four Public Service case studies', 2005.

**MTM**


Taniguchi M, 'The structure and function of the tourism distribution channels between Japan and New Zealand', 2005.
MMS


MARKETING AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

Books and Scholarly Editions


Chapters


Articles


**Published Conference Papers**


Ashill N, Jobber D, ‘Measuring perceived environmental uncertainty: scale development and validation’, *Proceedings 34th EMAC conference*, 24-27 May (Bocconi, Italy, University of Bocconi, 2005), May. CD-ROM.


Ball D, Lindsay V, Rose E, ‘Rethinking the internationalisation of services: a value transformation model’, *Proceedings of 31st European International Business Academy (EIBA) conference: landscapes and mindscapes in a globalized world* (Oslo, 2005), pp. 1-20. CD-ROM.


Gazley A, Sinha A, Rod M, ‘How aware are firms of marketing law and why do they transgress it?’, *Australia and New Zealand Marketing Academy (ANZMAC) conference proceedings*, edited by Sharon Purchase (Perth, University of Western Australia, 2005).

Hoek J A, Sinha A, Gendall P, ‘Estimating the distinctiveness of national imagery’, *Australia and New Zealand Marketing Academy Conference at the Graduate School of Management, University of Western Australia, Fremantle, Perth, Western Australia, 5–7 December 2005* (Fremantle, Graduate School of Management, University of Western Australia, Perth, 2005). CD-ROM.


Lees G, Garland R, Wright M, ‘Brand switching and consumers’ consideration sets in financial services’, *Australia and New Zealand marketing academy conference held at the Graduate School of Management, University of Western Australia, Fremantle, WA, 5–7 December 2005* (Fremantle, WA, Graduate School of Management, University of Western Australia, 2005), pp. 125–130. CD-ROM.


Scott-Kennel J, Groom D, ‘Internationalisation readiness of SMEs from small economies’, Annual conference of the Australia and New Zealand International Business Academy, Department of Management and by the Asian Business and Economics Research Unit (ABERU) of Monash University, Melbourne, 10-11 November, 2005 (Melbourne, Department of Management and by the Asian Business and Economics Research Unit (ABERU) of Monash University, 2005), pp. 1-4. CD-ROM.


Yang Y, Lindsay V, ‘A study of the manufacturing priorities of New Zealand apparel exporters’, Australian and New Zealand International Business Academy conference, the Department of Management and by the Asian Business and Economics Research Unit (ABERU) of Monash University, Melbourne, 10-11 November 2005 (Melbourne, Department of Management the Asian Business and Economics Research Unit (ABERU) of Moyn, 2005), pp. 1-26. CD-ROM.


Other Academic Publications


Borghoff T, Dynamic internationalisation theories (Dortmund, Universität Dortmund, 2004), Dortmunder Beitrage zur Unternehmensführung Nr. 43.


Software and Databases


Conference Presentations

Beal T, ‘Coming to terms with trade: exploring the implications of NZ’s economic relationship with Asia’, Asia in NZ research symposium 6 – 7 February 2005 (Dunedin, February 2005).


Beal T, ‘Japan–North Korea relations within the six party context’, 13th annual Japan politics colloquium, East Asia Institute of Cambridge University, 12–13 April 2005 (Cambridge, UK, April 2005).

Beal T, ‘Japan’s soft power dilemmas, globalization, localization and Japanese studies in the Asia Pacific region’, The Department of Japanese Studies, The Chinese University of Hong Kong and International Research Center for Japanese Studies (Kyoto, Hong Kong, 30 September -2 October 2005).


MacRae M, Wright M, ‘A meta-analysis of Juster scale prediction errors’, Presentation to the 24th international symposium on forecasting (Sydney, July 2004).


**Theses**

**MCA**

FACULTY OF EDUCATION

EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHER EDUCATION

Articles


Published Conference Papers


Other Academic Publications


Wright L, Early childhood curriculum in family day care: people, places and things (Wellington, Institute of Early Childhood Studies, Victoria University, 2005), Occasional paper No 17, 49pp.

Reports


Conference Presentations


Cherrington S, Dalli C, Freeman S, ‘Collaborative relationships: exploring their place in our professional discourse’, Early childhood symposium (Dunedin, 5 December 2005).


Haggerty M, 'Visiting early childhood centres in Japan: images and thoughts from the fleeting eight day visit of a New Zealand early childhood colleague', OMEP Asia-Pacific conference 2005 (Victoria University of Wellington, December 2005).

Olds B, Hanna D, 'Lifting the lid on family: Explored key dynamics in a Pakeha family that create health and resiliency from the perspective of 3 generations, grandparents, parents and children', New Zealand Association of Adolescent Health and Development conference (Auckland, September 2004).


Stephenson A, 'A journey of delight, dead ends and detours: talking with the youngest children about their lives in an ece centre', OMEP Aotearoa-New Zealand Asia-Pacific conference (Wellington, December 2005).

Stephenson A, 'Tuning my ear to hear those most critical voices', Early Childhood research symposium (Dunedin, December 2005).

Terreni L, 'Children’s services that support diverse communities', Community Languages and English for Speakers of Other languages (CLESOL) conference (Christchurch, September 2004).

Terreni L, 'Examining children’s services in Australia, the Netherlands and the UK that support children and families from diverse cultural backgrounds: a report', The Aotearoa New Zealand OMEP Asia-Pacific conference (Wellington, December 2005).


White J, 'La Familia potenciadora del desarrollo: resultados de experiencias e investigaciones', 7th international meeting on initial and preschool education of Latin American Reference Centre for pre-school Education (Havana, Cuba, July 2005).


Wright L, 'Looking inward or looking out?: cars as early childhood curriculum sites in home-based settings', Pacific Early Childhood Education Research Association (PECERA) conference (Melbourne, July 2004).

Theses

MEd


EDUCATION FACULTY OFFICE

Chapters


Articles


Conference Presentations


EDUCATION STUDIES

Books and Scholarly Editions


Edited Collections


Laurie A, Evans L (eds), Outlines, lesbian and gay histories of Aotearoa (Wellington, Lesbian and Gay Association of New Zealand, 2005), 89pp.
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**Chapters**


**Articles**


Published Conference Papers


Asmar C, ‘Engaging with Islam on campus: what can we learn from Muslim student experiences before and after 9/11?’, in 25th annual Lilly conference on College Teaching (Ohio, Miami University, 2005). http://www.units.muohio.edu/lillycon.


Other Academic Publications

Angelo T, Asmar C, Towards a new definition of research-led teaching – and learning – at Victoria University of Wellington (Online, University Teaching Development Centre, 2005), 6pp.


Freemantle J, *Shaping sex?: a feminist discussion of contemporary sex education booklets distributed to young people in Aotearoa/New Zealand high schools as part of sex education programmes* (Wellington, Victoria University of Wellington, 2005), GWS Occasional Papers, 26pp.


Penetito W, *Can there be a Māori education without a Māori education philosophy?* (Wellington, Stout Centre Seminar, Victoria University of Wellington, 2005).

Software and Databases


Morris Matthews K, The educational profiles of the first women graduates of the University of New Zealand (2005).

Reports


**Exhibition/Curatorial Exercise**


**Conference Presentations**


Beals F, ‘Old wives’ tales and scientific truth: exploring the ways we think about young people in policy, practice and play’, *New Zealand Association for Adolescent Research and Development conference* (Wellington 2005).

Brennan M, ‘Beyond childcare: how else could we do this?’, *New Zealand Association for Research in Education conference* (Dunedin, December 2005).


Dalli C, ‘Reflecting on professionalism in early years teaching: relationships, responsiveness and curriculum’, Strathclyde University practitioner conference (Strathclyde, September 2005).


Else A, 'Good mothers and other mothers: representation, division and resistance', *Theorizing and representing maternal subjectivities* (Brisbane, September-October 2005).

Else A, 'We have seen the enemy and it isn’t us: learning from the last twenty years', *Women’s Studies Association* conference (Auckland, November 2005).

Else A, 'Writing and reading women in the seventies', *Conference on the seventies* (Wellington, December 2004).

Hall L, 'The political is also personal: political activism and the family', Women’s Studies Association of New Zealand conference (Auckland, November 2005).

Hall L, 'The political is also personal: political activism and the family', *National Oral History Association of New Zealand, Te Kete Korero-a-Waha O Te Motu* national conference (Christchurch, July 2005).

Hyman P, 'Engendering economic and social policy: How far have we come/might we move towards social justice?', *New Zealand Women’s Studies Association* conference (Auckland, November 2005).

Laurie A, 'Lesbians in New Zealand since the 1975 Women’s Convention: presentation and workshop', *Janus Women’s convention* (Wellington, June 2005).

McDonald B, 'Akarongo kite reo o te au puapii: listen to the voices of the teachers', Second *conference of the Pacific Association of Teacher Educators (PATE)*, (Samoa, Pacific Association of Teacher Educators (PATE), 2004).

McDonald B, 'Effective in-service training empowering teachers to change', *Eleventh International Literacy and Education Research Network* conference on learning, (Havana, 2004).


Phillips H, Cram F, Taupo T, 'The place of Māori research in a mainstream FRST funded project?', *He Tirohanga Karenga conference, Eastern Institute of Technology* (Hawkes Bay, 8-10 December 2004).


Sanga K, 'Pacific leadership: hopeful and hoping', *New Zealand Agency for International Development University of the South Pacific regional symposium on Pacific leadership* (Suva, July 2005).


Te One S, Dalli C, 'Rethinking love and care in early childhood: exploring ideas about rights and relationships', *Annual Conference of the Centre for Equity and Innovation in Early Childhood* (Melbourne, 17-20 November 2005).


**Theses**

**PhD**

Brennan M, ‘They just want to be with us’: young children learning to live the culture: A post-Vygotskian analysis of young children’s enculturation into a childcare setting. 2005.


**MA**


**MEd**

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY TEACHER EDUCATION

Books and Scholarly Editions


Chapters


Higgins J, 'What counts as research under the PBRF environment? Considering theoretical-applied research distinctions', in Punishing the discipline - the PBRF regime: evaluating the position of education - where to from here?, edited by R Smith & J Jesson (Auckland, Faculty of Education, the University of Auckland, and Te Kura Matauranga, AUT Uni, 2005), pp. 101-108.

Articles


Published Conference Papers


**Other Academic Publictions**


**Reports**


**Conference Presentations**


Grant N, ‘Developing effective strategies for diverse learners’, New Zealand Association of Language Teachers (NZALT) biennial international conference (July 2004).


Kennard I, ‘It’s only numbers’, Castlecliff ICTPD conference (Wanganui, July 2004).


Smith D, ‘CAS – where can it take us? Secondary (9-13)’, *Biennial NZAMT conference* (September 2005).

Smith D, ‘Graphical representation – how can we get the most out of the GC? Secondary (9-13)’, *Biennial NZAMT conference* (September 2005).

Starkey L, ‘Developing digital storytelling in your social studies class’, *SocCon (Social Studies conference)* (Wellington, September 2005).

Strafford E, ‘...and social cohesion's really important but there's also the learning which is the purpose for being here: collegiality: teachers creating the balance between caring and learning’, *New Zealand Association of Research in Education Conference* (Dunedin, December 2005).

Thevenard L, Haddock C, ‘Ministry of Education @ ONZ forum on the implications for the New Zealand outdoor sector from the Outdoor Council of Australia’, *14th national outdoor conference* (Gold Coast, July 2005).


Theses

MA
Manins E, ‘Developing cooperative learning inside and outside the classroom’, 2005.

MEd


Melchior E, ‘If you can walk you can dance: how generalist primary teachers develop the confidence and competence to teach dance’, 2005.

TE KURA MAORI

Conference Presentations


FACULTY OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

ART HISTORY, CLASSICS AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Books and Scholarly Editions


Maddox M, God under Howard: the rise of the religious right in Australian politics (Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 2005), 386pp.


Edited Collections


Chapters


Maddox M, ‘What should be the place of religion in Australian politics?’, in 2005 peace yearbook, edited by Cameron Schraener (Sydney, People for Nuclear Disarmament, 2005).


Articles


Staff and Student Research 2005


**Published Conference Papers**


**Other Academic Publications**


Barton C, 'Camera/actions: film and video in the work of Philip Dadson', in *New Zealand Film Archive*, edited by New Zealand Film Archive (Wellington, New Zealand Film Archive, 2005).


**Exhibition/ Curatorial Exercise**

Barton C (Curator), The expatriates: Frances Hodgkins and Barrie Bates (Auckland, Gus Fisher Gallery, University of Auckland, Sept – Dec, 2005).


McCarthy C (Curator), ‘Pictures at an exhibition’ featuring the recent works of leading NZ artist Phillip Tristram inspired by Musorgsky’s music (Hamilton, Fuel Festival, Academy of Performing Arts, University of Waikato, June, 2004).

**Conference Presentations**


Bulbulia J, 'Nature's healing: empirical constraint and the evolution of religious healing', *Association for the study of religion and economics conference* (Kansas City, October 2004).


Davidson L, 'Losing that wilderness feeling: Mountain recreation and aircraft access in New Zealand's national parks', *International symposium on society and resource management* (Ostersund, Sweden, June 2005).


Maddox M, 'Australia’s religious right: how far can American comparisons take us?', *Australasian Political Studies Association* (Dunedin, September 2005).


Maddox M, 'Secularisation and fundamentalist politics: beyond American exceptionalism', *International invitation-only symposium on religion and multicultural citizenship (University of NSW)* (Sydney, July 2005).


Maskill D, ‘Towards a biography of Harold James Lean Wright (1885-1961)’, Philanthropy and the collecting of prints or Harold Wright and his legacy to the Antipodes symposium (Melbourne, November 2005).


McCarthy C, ‘Maori and colonial cultures of display: New Zealand’s contribution to world fairs’, Association for Museum History: world’s fairs, expositions and current museum research (Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C., 28 October 2005).


Morris P, ‘Judaism and capitalism: are our rabbis right?’, Australian Jewish Studies conference (Sydney, February 2004).


Puetz B, 'Philocleon’s transformation: a cock-and bull-story?', Comparative drama conference (Columbus, Ohio, May 2004).


Trundle M, ‘Light armed troops in classical Athens, presented as part of a panel on warfare and democracy in classical Athens’, Joint Australasian Society of Classical Studies and triennial conference at Otago University (Dunedin, February 2005).


Theses

PhD


MA


ASIAN AND EUROPEAN LANGUAGES AND CULTURES

Books and Scholarly Editions


Ito Y, *Nashonarizumu to rekishi ronso - Yamaji Aizan to so no jidai* (Nationalism and debating history - Yamaji Aizan and his times) (Tokyo, Kazama shobo, 2005), 309pp.


Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


Staff and Student Research 2005


Sun M, ‘Xiqu gainian kaobian ji zhiyi (On the Concept of Xiqu)’, Xiqu Yishu (Xiqu Arts), 1 (2005), pp. 25-30.


Published Conference Papers


Other Academic Publications


Kano F, 'Shiryo bunbetsu- New Zealand no shosetsu ni egakareta nihonjin (1)', Gekkan NZ, November (2005), pp. 50-51.


Kano F, 'Shiryo bunbetsu-JET eigo shidojoshu to nihongo borantia nimiru gengo no kokusai kachi', Gekkan NZ, October (2005), pp. 50-51.


Kano F, 'Shohyo; Shusen 60 shunen kinen New Zealand de shuppan sareta taiheiya senso kankei tosho no shokai (book reviews: 60 years since the end of the Pacific war - Introducing six books on the Pacific war which have been published recently in New Zealand)', The Journal of New Zealand Studies in Japan, 12 (2005), pp. 69-72.


Performance - Live

Lecaude J, (Writing of a modern adaptation), L’Avare by Molière (Wellington, Victoria University French Students Club theatrical performances, August, 2005).

**Dramatic and Literary Texts**


Sonzogni M, {Poet}, *Alla porta della divinita* (Balerna, Switzerland, Edizioni Ulivo, 2005), 20pp.

Sonzogni M, {Poet}, *Assenze* (Balerna, Switzerland, Edizioni Ulivo, 2005), 53pp.

**Conference Presentations**


Campbell D, ‘As one age gives over to the next, we can but seek to preserve our melancholy with brush and ink: Zhang Dai in search of orchid pavilion’, Paradise: New Worlds of Books & Readers (A SHARP regional conference) (Wellington, December 2004).


Hill S, ‘Texts as photographs, photographs as texts; ekphrasis and the image in the work of Lalla Romano’, American Association for Italian Studies annual conference, University of Chapel Hill (Cahapel Hill, North Carolina, USA, April 2005).


Sun M, ‘Shakespeare’s experiences in China’, Renaissance and the newfashioned views: arts, sciences, topography and commerce (National Sun Yat-sen University, Taiwan, May 2005).


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MA**

## ENGLISH, FILM, THEATRE AND MEDIA STUDIES

### Books and Scholarly Editions


- **Shuker R**, *Diccionario del rock y la musica popular [Spanish language edition]* (Barcelona, Ma Non Troppo, Ediciones Robinbrook, 2005), 352pp.


### Edited Collections

- **Campbell R** (ed.), *The best of clapperboard* (Wellington, Friends of the Film Archive, 2005), 60pp.

- **Dunleavy T**, **Aquilia P** (eds), *Special Issue of Media International Australia: Popular TV Drama: Nation, Agency, Identity* (University of Queensland, Australia, School of English, Media Studies and Art History/Centre for Critical and Cultural Studies, 2005), 115 - May, 152pp.


- **Schirato A** (ed.), *New Zealand Journal of Media Studies* (Wellington, Victoria University of Wellington, School of English, Film, Theatre, and Media Studies, 2005), 9, 2.

- **Van Belle D** (ed.), *Foreign policy analysis* (2005), 3v.
Chapters


Mefan J, 'Home is a failed idea', in Diaspora: the Australasian experience, edited by Cynthia vanden Driesen and Ralph Crane (New Delhi, Prestige, 2005), pp. 390-399.


Articles


Published Conference Papers

Margolis H, 'Nationalism as discourse: Snakeskin, Rain, and Whale Rider as response', Credits rolling! selected papers, edited by Marilyn Dooley (Canberra, National Film and Sound Archive, 2005), pp. 119–126.


Rupar V, 'How did you find that out? The transparency of the newsgathering process and the meaning of news: a case study', 3rd annual Hawaii international conference on arts and humanities (Honolulu, 2005), pp. 141–158.


Other Academic Publications


Jackson A, The rhythm of thought: on translating poetry (Wellington, Booknotes, 2005), 151.


Rupar V, Journalism, political change and front-page design (Groningen, the Netherlands, Groningen Studies in Cultural Change, University of Groningen, 2005).


**Reports**


**Performance - Live**

O’Donnell D, (Director), Hamlet (William Shakespeare) (Dunedin, Fortune Theatre, 2005).

O’Donnell D, (Director), Infinite variety: a showcase of Shakespeare’s women real and imagined (Palmerston North, Shakespeare Live Festival, Globe Theatre, 2005).

Ricketts H, (invited guest reader), Poetry reading (Tupelo, Tupelo, 10 February, 2004).

Ricketts H, (invited guest reader), Poetry reading (Lower Hutt, Poets’ Pub, 7 November, 2005).

Ricketts H, (Guest reader), Poetry reading ‘Paper tigers’ (Wellington, City Galley, 12 October, 2004).

Ricketts H, (Reader), Poetry reading with Alistair Te Ariki Campbell and Meg Campbell (Winter reading series, 4 August, 2005).

Stafford J, (Producer), Performance of ‘The black cap’ by Katherine Mansfield (Wellington, French Embassy, October, 2005).


Tweddle B, (Director), Lulu by Frank Wedekind [original]; adapted by Peter Barnes [Dunedin, Fortune Theatre, 20 May – 11 June, 2005].

Wagner M, (Director/Actor), After my dust has settled (Minneapolis, 2004).

**Dramatic and Literary Texts**


Film/Video - Research


Jutel T, (Co-writer, producer), ’Why I ate myself’ (November, 2005).

Jutel T, Gable C, (Creative producer, producer), ’Being Santa’ (International Documentary Film Festival, Auckland-Wellington, September, 2005).

Conference Presentations

Abel S, ”Is bicultural news possible on mainstream television?”, Biculturalism or multiculturalism (Christchurch, September 2005).


Carnegie D, ’Spoiling Blackfriars: no fool but has his feather’, Third Blackfriars conference (Staunton, Virginia, October 2005).


Cover R, ‘Risk panic: cultural studies, queer theory and sexuality-related youth suicide’, International Association for the Study of Sexuality, Culture & Society, 5th international conference (San Francisco State University, July 2005).


Easting R, ’Approaches to heaven in some visions of the other world’, Envisaging Heaven in the Middle Ages (July 2004).


Jackson A, ’The place of the child in Dreamhunter’s ’The Place’, The place of the child conference (Auckland, December 2005).


Margolis H, ‘Nationalism as discourse; Snakeskin, Rain, and Whale Rider as response’, *Australia and New Zealand history and film conference* (Canberra, December 2004).

Meffan J, ‘Culturalism?’, *Biculturalism or multiculturalism conference* (Christchurch, September 2005).


Redmond S, ‘Wong Kar-wai’s spectacular vision of Hong Kong’, *Cinema-Technology-Institution conference* (Lancaster, April 2005).


Te Punga Somerville A, ‘American Indian studies, indigenous m.o.’, Pathways: a graduate conference on American Indian studies (New Haven, April 2004).


Te Punga Somerville A, ‘I’m sorry, Paka, but aren’t we whaleriding in Oceania?: mapping the relationship between an Aotearoa-inclusive Oceania and ‘Diasporic’ Maori texts by Wineera, Patuawa-Nathan and Ihimaera’, American Comparative Literature Association annual meeting (Ann Arbor, April 2004).


Te Punga Somerville A, ‘“Kanohi ki te kanohi”: indigenous people encounter each other for a change’, Modern Languages Association (MLA) annual meeting – ‘Committee for the Literatures of People of Colour’ panel. (Philadelphia, December 2004).


Te Punga Somerville A, ‘Whaleriding ‘in an international transit lounge’: the (global) technology of film and the migration of a (local) text’, Computers and Writing annual conference (University of Hawaii) (Honolulu, June 2004).


Tweddle B, ‘Multilingual adaptations as an alternative to translation’, *Translations* conference, School of Asian and European Languages and Cultures (November 2004).

Van Belle D, ‘Race, news media coverage and the international response to disasters’, *International Studies Association annual meeting* (Honolulu, January 2005).


Walls K, ‘Learning ‘to adapt and fit in’ in the novels of Margaret Mahy’, *Symposium: the place of the child in children’s literature*, English Department, University of Auckland (Auckland, December 2005).


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MA**

Calitz M, ‘Shakespeare’s influence and Shakespearean aspects in some of Harold Pinter’s plays’, 2005.


**HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, POLITICAL SCIENCE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS**

**Books and Scholarly Editions**


**Edited Collections**


McMillan K (ed.), *Political Science, Special Issue: Politics and the Media in New Zealand* (Wellington, Political Science, 2005), 57, 2.


Chapters


**Articles**


**Published Conference Papers**


Foley S, 'I felt such a need to be loved...in a letter: reading the correspondence of Leonie Leon & Leon Gambetta', *French history & civilization: papers from the George Rude seminar*, edited by Ian Coller, Helen Davies & Julie Kalman (Melbourne, George Rude Society, 2005), pp. 254–264.


Other Academic Publications


Chan G, China’s compliance behaviour in arms control and non-proliferation (Hong Kong, Hong Kong Baptist University, 2005), GIS Working Paper No. 8, 31pp.


Levine S, 'New Zealand (annual review)', in The annual register (Maryland, Keeting’s Worldwide, 2005), 246, pp. 345–347.


Levine S, 'Pacific Island states (annual review)', in The annual register (Maryland, Keeting’s Worldwide, 2005), 246, pp. 347–353.


Macdonald C, 'Identification of 'stories', research and 'live' presentation of 'History' slot, 'Good Morning' show' (Channel One, TVNZ, 12, 20 and 26 Feb, 4 and 11 March, 2004).

Mares E, Goldblatt R, An alternative semantics for quantified relevant logic (Wellington, Victoria University of Wellington, 2005), 34pp.


Software and Databases


Invited Lecture in Named Series


Conference Presentations


Staff and Student Research 2005
Bandyopadhyay S, ‘Reinventing Indian identity in multicultural New Zealand’, Workshop on ‘Migration and Diasporas’ at the Stout Research Centre, VUW (Wellington, 7-8 August 2005).


Barwell I, ‘Resisting again’, American Society for Aesthetics annual meeting (Providence, Rhode Island, October 2005).


Byrnes G, ‘What if the Treaty of Waitangi had not been signed on 6 February 1840?’, ‘What If’ symposium, Victoria University of Wellington (Wellington, 30 June – 1 July 2005).


Huang X, ‘Mapping the world: the 50 years of international relations studies in Korea, Japan and China’, Panel TD25, *world international studies conference (WISC), organized by the International Studies Association (USA) and the World International Studies Committee (ECPR)* (Istanbul, August 2005).


Huang X, ‘Studies of international relations in East Asia: patterns and dynamics’, *Fourth international convention of Asian scholars* (Shanghai, August 2005).


Hunter K, ‘What If... New Zealand had joined the Australian federation in 1901?’, ‘What If...?’ conference, *Victoria University of Wellington* (Wellington, 30 June – 1 July 2005).


Janiewski D, ‘If I speak in the tongues of men and of angels but have not love I am a noisy gong or a clanging cymbal’, *Comparing female missionaries and empires, Western History Association* (Scottsdale, Arizona, 15 October 2005).


Janiewski D, 'Woven lives, ravelled texts: biography, sexuality, and gender', *Gender, biography and sexuality workshop, Victoria University of Wellington* (Wellington, 14 August 2004).

Johansson J, 'What if there had never been a 'Mother Of All Budgets': political analysis of post-Ruthanasia National', *Counterfactual workshop* (Wellington 2005).

Keating P, 'Mao Zedong over seventy years', *16th international NZASIA conference* (Hamilton, November 2005).

Levine S, 'What if Nelson had been made the capital of New Zealand?', *New Zealand counterfactuals conference* (Wellington, June 2005).


Macdonald C, 'Getting fat, fit and healthy: why was it so difficult? Health and fitness campaigns in interwar Britain and New Zealand', *Health and history conference (University of Auckland)* (Auckland, 8-11 February 2005).

Macdonald C, 'Hearts in stone, hearths of memory: transforming New Zealand’s historic sites', *Berkshire Women’s History conference, Scripps College* (Claremont, California, June 2005).

MacRaid D, 'The associationalism of the Orange diaspora', *University of Toronto Celtic Studies annual conference* (Toronto, November 2005).


Muckle A, 'Kanaky/New Caledonia in Oceania?', *Pacific Islands Political Studies Association conference* (Noumea, 3-5 December 2004).

Muckle A, 'Spectres of violence in a colonial context', *Division of Pacific and Asian history seminar* (Canberra, 12 October 2004).

134 Staff and Student Research 2005


Sterelny K, ‘Culture and adaptation’, *ANU workshop on culture and inheritance* (Canberra, August 2005).


Sterelny K, ‘Memes revisited (keynote presentation)’, *Rocky Mountains graduate student conference* (Salt Lake City, February 2005).

**Theses**

**MA**


**LINGUISTICS AND APPLIED LANGUAGE STUDIES**

**Books and Scholarly Editions**


Macalister J, A dictionary of Maori words in New Zealand English (Melbourne, Oxford University Press, 2005), 190pp.

Edited Collections


Bauer L, Valera S (eds), Approaches to conversion/zero-derivation (Muenster, Waxmann, 2005), 175pp.


Chapters


Cotterall S, ‘It’s just rules – that’s all it is at this stage’, in *Learner stories: differences and diversity in language learning*, edited by Phil Benson and David Nunan (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2004), pp. 101–188.


Articles


Gu P, Dong L, ‘Xianggang shuangyu jiaoxue changshi de jingyan jiaoxun ji qishi [lessons from Hong Kong’s experiment with English-medium instruction]’, *Xiandai Waiyu [Modern Foreign Languages]*, 1 (2005), pp. 43-52.


Published Conference Papers


**Other Academic Publications**

Bardsley D, (Editor), *NZWords* (Melbourne, Oxford University Press, 2005), 9, 12pp.


Pearce E, ‘Coordination and individuated pronouns in Maori’, CGG 15 (colloquium on generative grammar), *Universitat de Barcelona* (Barcelona, April 2005).


Software and Databases

Nation P, RANGE a program for analysing the vocabulary levels in text (Victoria University of Wellington, 2005).

Reports


Conference Presentations


Coxhead A, "I like to learn Verbs because you only have to learn One Word", Phraseology 2005 (Louvain-la-Neuve, October 2005).


Gu P, ‘Bilingualism as policy: what can we learn from the Hong Kong experience?’, International conference on FLT methodology in China, Shanghai Foreign Language Education Press (Shanghai, China, March 2004).


Gu P, ‘Medium of instruction and language proficiency’, International symposium on the internationalization of English language teaching in China (Shantou University, China, March 2004).


Major G, 'Be prepared: explaining medical procedures to patients', *2nd international postgraduate students’ conference in linguistics and literary studies* (Wellington, August 2005).

Marianne, 'Graded readers and the reading experience - are we expecting too much?', *2nd international postgraduate students’ conference in linguistics and literary studies* (Wellington, August 2005).

Marra M, 'Pass-the-parcel decision making: a clever discourse strategy or hidden power play?', *New Zealand Linguistics Society conference* (University of Auckland, Auckland, November 2005).


Marra M, Holmes J, 'Constructing ethnicity and leadership through storytelling at work', *ANZCA 05* (Christchurch, July 2005).


Marsen S, 'Writing sponsorship proposals', *UniQ conference* (Wellington, July 2005).


Millett S, ‘Seven minutes a day - the key to faster reading’, WATESOL Expo (Wellington, June 2005).


Pearce E, ‘Coordination and individuated pronouns in Maori’, 15th colloquium on generative grammar (Barcelona, April 2005). (Poster).


**Theses**

**PhD**


MAORI STUDIES (TE KAWA A MAUI)

Chapters

Other Academic Publications

Reports
Wilson N, Research@Victoria - Maori, A report for Victoria University of Wellington (Wellington, Office of the Pro Vice-Chancellor Maori, December, 2005), 75pp.

Performance - Live
Karena T, (Whaikorero), Junior Ohomauri programme (9 September, 2004).
Karena T, (Whaikorero), Korero (Auckland, Maori Department Conference, Auckland University, 25 November, 2004).
Karena T, (Whaikorero), Otago/Te Kawa a Maui Post Grad Conference (Otago, 9 November, 2005).
Karena T, (Whaikorero), Regional Kapa Haka competitions (Wellington, Micheal Fowler Centre, 1 May, 2004).
Karena T, (Speaker), Whaikorero for FORST the Foundation of Research of Science and Technology (19th August, 2005).
Mercier O, (Performer), Kaikaranga for manuhiri of MAOR123 (Wellington, Te Herenga Waka Marae, Victoria University, February, 2005).

Composition - Live Performance
Biddle T, ‘Haka’ (October, Te Herenga Waka Marae, Wellington, 2005).
Biddle T, ‘He kupu ohaki’, Written for/Performed by Te Herenga Waka Kapa Haka (May, Wellington Regional Kapa Haka competition, Michael Fowler Centre, Wellington, 2004).
Biddle T, ‘He wai mo te manu tiori’, Written for/Performed by Te Orowai (group of 12 performing with Hayley Westenra) in the Hayley Westenra TV special (August, St James Theatre, Wellington, 2004).


**Conference Presentations**


Biddle T, ‘Developments occurring in Maori performing arts’, *Culture Moves- from hiva to hip hop* (Wellington, November 2005).


Wilson N, ‘Re–weaving the tattered cloak’, *10th international women and health conference* (New Delhi, September 2005).


Wilson N, ‘Whakapapa methodology’, *He Tirohanga Karearea, a Maori knowledge and research conference* (Hawke’s Bay, December 2004).

**MUSIC**

**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Performance - Live**


Beilman D, Pohl H, Ansell G, Gjelsten R, (violin, violin, viola, cello), *Tour of Germany, Holland, England, Netherlands Antilles, and North America with various programs (NZ and international composers): 17 formal concerts, 2 family programs, 2 schools performances, one lecture/demonstration and 2 masterclasses (Boston, St. Paul; Toronto, Elmira; Philadelphia, Columbia, Frechen, Huckelhoven, Gottingen; London, Manchester; Nijmegen, Deventer, Arnhem; Curacao, October - December, 2005)*.

Body J, (Curator), *New Zealand music day* (Santa Cruz, California, UCSC Arboretum, 15 May, 2005).

Body J, (Concert curator), *Vita Brevis: intercultural meditations on life's brevity with Choir of St Mary of the Angels, Gamelan Taniwha Jaya and Padhang Moncar, Muriah Budiarti, Suyarto, I Nyoman Sukerta, Leila Adu, Mere Boyton, Robert Easting and Helen Moulder* (Wellington, St Mary of the Angels, 2005).

Hardie R, (Violone), *AK Barok* (Remuera, Auckland, St. Lukes Church, 6 February, 2005).


Hardie R, (Violone), *Handel's 'Messiah' with the Hamilton Civic Choir* (Hamilton, Founders Theatre, 6 November, 2004).

Hardie R, (Violone), *Musica Sacra, concert of Bach Cantatas and Brandenburg Concerto #5* (Wellington, St. Mary's of the Angels, 9 October, 2005).

Hardie R, (Double Bass), *NBR Opera, Verdi's 'Rigoletto'* (Wellington, NBR Opera, June, 2004).

Irons D, (Soloist), *Beethoven Concerto #1 with Opus Chamber Orchestra* (Rotorua, Tauranga, Hamilton, Rotorua Convention Centre, Baycourt, WEL Academy Concert Chamber, 17, 18, 21 September, 2005).

Irons D, (Soloist), *Beethoven Concerto No. 5 in E flat major with Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra* (Auckland, Aotea Centre, 5 August, 2004).


Irons D, (Solo recital), *Works by Mozart, Debussy, Brahms, Chopin* (Motueka, Chanel Arts Centre, 1 February, 2005).

Mair E, (Accompanist), *Concert for the New Zealand Opera Society with five students* (New Zealand School of Music, December, 2005).
Mair E, (Accompanist), **Lunchtime concert** (Lower Hutt, St Mark’s Church, June, 2004).

Mair E, (Accompanist), **Opera Society concert with senior students from VUW** (Wellington, St Andrews on the Terrace, November, 2004).

Mair E, Bruce P, Rodgers J, Beardsworth C, (Accompanist, Singers), **Concert for Italian Festival** (Wellington, Overseas Terminal, April, 2005).


Mair E, Ebbs C, King E, Moore F, Rodgers J, (Accompanist, Singers), **Lunchtime concert** (Lower Hutt, St Mark’s, July, 2005).


Mair E, Graham B, Moore F, Kerr J, Casey B, (Accompanist, Singers), **Concert for the Laura Ferguson Trust** (Wellington, British High Commission, October, 2005).


Mews D, (Organ), **Series of four organ recitals as Wellington City Organist** (Wellington, Wellington Town Hall, 19 June, 3 July, 17 July, 28 August, 2005).


Wollerman J, Fulcher M, Warwick C, (Soprano soloist, Conductor, Countertenor soloist), **John Tavener ‘Lament for Jerusalem’** (Wellington, Wellington Town Hall, 30 April, 2005).


**Performance - Recording**


Body J, (Composer), Paradise regained for gansa and piano, Wayan Yudane (Auckland, Ode Records, 2005), CDMANU2033.

Body J, (Producer), Secret sounds, Various Artists (Ode Records, 2005).

Body J, (Composer), Tui, korimako and kokako for organ and birdsong (4:32 mins), Martin Setchell on CD Pink and White (Auckland, Atoll Records, 2005), acd605.

Irons D, (Piano soloist), ‘Complete Beethoven piano concerti’: No. 1 in C major, No. 2 in B flat major, No. 3 in C minor, No. 4 in G major, No. 5 in E flat major, Violin Concerto in D major transcribed. (Beethoven) for piano, Diedre Irons and the Christchurch Symphony (Wellington, Morrison Music Trust, February 2003 - April 2004, 2004), MMT2051 & MMT2055 & MMT2050.


**Composition - Recording**

Meridan L, 'This present brightness', Written for/Performed by symphony orchestra (Wellington, NZSO, 2005).

Norris M, "Dirty pixels' on CD - Spark', Written for/Performed by The New Zealand Trio (Wellington, Trust Records, 2005).

Norris M, "in flexion' for CD 'Percussionists songs', Written for/Performed by Arnold Marinissen (Amsterdam, BVHaast, 2005).


**Composition - Score**


**Composition - Live Performance**

Body J, 'Bells of Venice', Written for/Performed by Violin, piano, glass soloist, and glass orchestra (17 August, Opening of 24th ACL Conference-Festival, Bangkok, 2005).


Body J, 'Tribute to the Blues: commission and residency with New Music Works', (1 May, Santa Cruz, California, 2005).

Body J, 'Waiata wahine. 16'00'. New music works, soloist Here Black-Taute' (15 May, UCSC Arboretum, Santa Cruz, 2005).

McKinnon D, 'Notes (for Ross)' (2:30', 2004), voice (tenor or soprano) and piano’ (Nelson, Nelson Composer Workshop, 2005).

McKinnon D, 'Untitled (Counterfeit Readymade #1)' (Wellington and Christchurch, (Christchurch Arts Festival), 2005).

Meridan L, 'This present brightness for piano quintet', Written for/Performed by New Zealand String Quartet with Diedre Irons (February, Hunter Council Chamber, Wellington, 2004).

Norris M, "14 islands' for flute/bass flute, prepared harp and unpitched percussion' (Wellington, City Gallery, 2005).


Psathas J, 'Mal occhio for sxx, egtr, perc(mba, vib), pf (4:30 mins)', Written for/Performed by NewEar Contemporary Chamber Ensemble (May, World Premiere, Mary's Episcopal Church, Kansas City, Kansas, 2005).


Whitehead G, ‘Hineteiwaiwa [for taonga puoro and chamber ensemble]’, Written for/Performed by Taonga puoro and chamber ensemble (flute, picc/alto fl, bassoon, harp, percussion, string quartet (November, Toronto, 2005).


Whitehead G, ‘Nga ha o nehera [for solo bassoon]’, Written for/Performed by Ben Hoadley (June, Melbourne Double Reed Convention, Melbourne, 2004).


Whitehead G, ‘Taiohi taiao [for choir and taonga puoro]’, Written for/Performed by Tower Voices New Zealand (October, Otago Festival of the Arts, Dunedin, 2004).


**Artefact/Object/Craftwork**


**Conference Presentations**


### Theses

**MA**


**MMus**


### NURSING, MIDWIFERY AND HEALTH

#### Books and Scholarly Editions


#### Chapters


Articles


Other Academic Publications


**Reports**


**Conference Presentations**


Staff and Student Research 2005 159
Crisp J, Foureur M, 'Demystifying quantitative approaches to research for nurses and midwives with little background in quantitative research methods', *International nursing research conference* (Belfast, 11 March 2005).


Dumble P, Walsh K, Sedcole L, 'Practice development and business re-engineering: can we learn from each other?', *International clinical practice development conference* (Hamilton, September 2005).


Foureur M, 'Birth territory and midwifery guardianship: a work in progress', *2nd Biennial research forum of the Joan Donley research collaboration (New Zealand College of Midwives)* (Whangarei, 7-8 October 2005).


Foureur M, Crisp J, 'A framework for organising the major research concepts clinicians need for understanding research evidence', *Damning (sic) the research evidence cascade: 3rd international conference of evidence-based healthcare teachers and developers, 'Building bridges between research and teaching'* (Taormino, Sicily, November 2-6 2005).


Lennox S, ‘Celebrating a century of midwifery themes’, 27th triennial congress of the international confederation of midwives (Brisbane, Australia, July 2005).


Martin M, ‘Returning home is a journey of love ... to simply connect’, Simply connecting: an international conference on holistic health care practices. Australian College of Holistic Nurses Inc Sixth biennial conference (Brisbane, October 2004).


McKerras R, ‘Waiting the emergency department does not have to take all day’, Emergency, flight and neonatal conference (Christchurch, September 2005).

Moss C, ‘Clinical placement as investment in clinical & professional development’, ACT health – Clinical placements symposium with nursing and midwifery leaders (Canberra, October 2005).


Skinner J, ‘Health research in a developing country: a Cambodian experience’, *Public Health forum, Wellington Clinical School of Medicine, Otago Medical School* (Wellington & Dunedin, March 2004).


Walsh K, ‘Effective project communication through building engagement’, *Improving the patient journey seminar, Canterbury District Health Board* (Christchurch, July 2005).


Wood P, 'Swampy bodies and buildings in the Edinburgh of the South: women, doctors and the Dunedin Hospital Inquiry, 1890', Scottish Women's History Network spring conference, Queen Margaret University College (Edinburgh, March 2005).

Wood P, 'The changing meaning of dirt in nurses' and midwives' practice worlds, 1900-1940', Nursing, germs and dirt: an international perspective nursing history symposium, UK Centre for the History of Nursing and Midwifery (Manchester, March 2005).

Theses

PhD

Gallocher-Shearer S, 'Exploring the archetypal dimension in nursing'. 2005.

Gavriel A, 'We are all different and the same. Culture, identity and mental health: Worldviews, wellbeing and health–illness experiences of Hellenes in Aotearoa New Zealand'. 2005.


MA (Applied)


Bresaz D, 'Environmental influences on inpatient assaultive behaviour', 2005.

Campbell K, 'Intertwining the role of partner and caregiver: a phenomenological study of the experiences of four New Zealand rural women who have cared for their terminally ill partners', 2005.

Cavanagh C, 'Dignity and palliative care: a search to discover the true meaning of the concept of 'dying with dignity', 2005.

Cooke M, 'A slice of life: understanding the experiences of the acute surgical patient within the perioperative setting', 2005.

Coupe D, 'How accountable is accountable for mental health nurses', 2005.


Gibson C, 'Hearing the adolescents’ voice: a study evaluating the use of conjoint analysis for use with adolescents to determine preferences for inpatient hospital facilities’, 2005.


Lowrey J, 'What can practice nurses do to innovate their practice', 2005.


Lyall C, 'Therapeutic relationships: what are inpatient registered nurses perceptions of the factors which influence therapeutic relationship development?', 2005.


McCluskey N, ‘Nga Wheako a tetahi nehi Maori i roto I te kooti mo nga tupapaku - me pehea te whakapai? A Maori nurses’ experience in the coroners court - how can it be better?’, 2005.


Rochford N, 'Three womens' stories of what it means for a female nurse to be a caregiver to a family member who is ill, elderly or with an enduring illness’, 2005.


Smith P, ‘Mad bad or sad: Caring for the mentally disordered offender in the court environment from a nurse’s perspective’, 2005.


SOCIAL AND CULTURAL STUDIES

Books and Scholarly Editions


Lievore D, Prosecutorial decisions in adult sexual assault cases: an Australian study (Canberra, Australian Government’s Office of the Status of Women, 2005), 74pp.


Edited Collections


Kirkman A, Moloney P (eds), Sexuality down under: social and historical perspectives (Dunedin, Otago University Press, 2005), 301pp.


Chapters


**Articles**


**Published Conference Papers**


**Other Academic Publications**


Lievore D, Prosecutorial decisions in adult sexual assault cases: trends & issues in crime and criminal justice (Canberra, Australian Institute of Criminology, 2005), 291, 6pp.


Reports


**Conference Presentations**

Beasley A, 'The right to breastfeed', *Opening address, Coast-to-Coast Breastfeeding Workshop* (Paraparaumu 2005).


Bradley T, 'Losing faith in community: from community based crime prevention to centrally prescribed crime reduction', *Australian and New Zealand Society of Criminology conference* (Wellington, February 2005).


Jordan J, Kelly L, 'To be a victim: reflections on and challenges to feminist and criminological orthodoxies', *Australian and New Zealand Society of Criminology conference: crime, community and the state* (Wellington, February 2005).


Kingi V, Paulin J, 'Evaluations of two community managed restorative justice programmes in New Zealand', 5th annual conference of the European Society of Criminology conference (Cracow, Poland, 31 August to 3 Sept 2005).


Mayhew P, 'Violent young male offenders in New Zealand', Serious male youth offending, New Zealand Treasury seminar (Wellington, October 2005).


O’Rourke D, 'Four theories and some funerals', Association of Social Anthropologists of Aotearoa/New Zealand (Wellington, November 2005).

Pratt J, 'The power and limits of penal populism', American Society of Criminology annual conference (Toronto, November 2005).


Sissons J, 'Cultural sustainability through radical innovation', Ngai Tahu planning summit (Christchurch, May 2005).


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MA (Applied)**


Field B, ‘What information do haematologists share with their leukaemia patients?’, 2005.

Fraser K, ‘Social inclusion or exclusion: are organisations that evaluate IHC managed group homes, incorporating community participation as a fundamental component to the service user’s quality of life?’, 2005.


Glasgow K, ‘Developing policy to reflect the positive ageing needs of baby boomers in New Zealand: how well might the ’new old’ age?’, 2005.


**VA’AOMANU PASIFIKI**

**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Published Conference Papers**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Dramatic and Literary Texts**


**Conference Presentations**


Henderson A, 'Invited presentation on the spread of hip hop dance forms across the Pacific region at 'Culture Moves On!'*, *Victoria Continuing Education in conjunction with the international conference 'Culture Moves! Dance in Oceania from hiva to hip hop'* (Wellington, November 2005).

Hunkin G, 'The role that Australian and New Zealand museums could play in preserving Pacific languages in view of the serious losses they are experiencing', *AUS Heritage - NZ Museum Conference* (Wellington, April 2005).


Teaiwa T, ‘How does change happen?’, *Feminist Possibilities in Pacific Women’s Poetry, 10th AWID international forum* (Bangkok, October 2005).

Teaiwa T, ‘Solidarity and fluidarity: feminism as product and productive force for regionalism in the Pacific’, *Gender, globalization and militarism, Women’s Studies program* (Honolulu, February 2005).
FACULTY OF LAW

LAW

Books and Scholarly Editions


Edited Collections

Angelo T (ed.), Laws of Niue, Niue - legislation supplement and constitutional cases 2002-2004 (Wellington, Faculty of Law, VUW, 2005), 251pp.

Angelo T, Pasikale T (eds), Laws of Tokelau 2005 (Manulele, Tokelau, 2005).


Cozens P, Mossop J (eds), Capacity building for maritime security in the Asia-Pacific (Wellington, Centre for Strategic Studies, 2009), 180pp.


Staff and Student Research 2005


Chapters


**Articles**


Knight D, ‘*Dunne v Canwest TVWorks Ltd*: enhancing or undermining the democratic and constitutional balance?’, *New Zealand Universities Law Review*, 21 (2005), pp. 711-723.


McDonald E, ‘Diversity in judicial appointments: the extent to which gender is a factor?’, *LawTalk*, 642 (2005), pp. 16-17.


McLauchlan D, ‘In defence of the fourth category of preliminary agreements: or are there only two?’, *Journal of Contract Law*, 21 (2005), pp. 286-305.


Prebble J, 'Income taxation: a structure built on sand', *No 14/05 Documentos, de Trabajo Editados por el Instituto de Estudios Fiscales* (2005), pp. 1-18.


### Published Conference Papers


Other Academic Publications


McDonald E, No straight answer: homophobia as both an aggravating and mitigating factor in New Zealand homicide cases (Wellington, Working Paper for Sexuality and Citizenship Workshop, VUW Faculty of Law, 2005).


Reports


Looseleaf Treatises and Commentaries


Invited Lecture in Named Series


Conference Presentations


Baron P, ‘In the name of the father: the paternal function, sexuality, law and citizenship’, Law, Sexuality and Citizenship (Wairarapa, November 2005).


Butler P, ‘The doctrines of parol evidence rule and consideration- a deterrence to the common law lawyer?’, 25 years CISG and 20 years UNCITRAL model law celebration (SIAC Singapore) (Singapore, September 2005).


Costi A, ‘From Armenia to Darfur: a journey from impunity to international justice?’, Public lecture [Windsor, September 2005].


Costi A, ‘Sixty years after Nuremberg: is the replacement of truly international criminal tribunals by hybrid tribunals a valid alternative for the prosecution of international crimes?’, Sixty years after the Nuremberg trials: crimes against humanity and peace. A conference commemorating the living legacy of Robert H. Jackson (Fredonia (USA), 27–29 September 2005).


Frankel S, ‘Intellectual property Chapters and IP investment issues in FTAs’, ‘FTA Agreements Boon or Bane for Australasia?’ Victoria University of Wellington in association with the Australian and New Zealand Society of International Law and the New Zealand Centre for Public Law (Wellington, August 2005).


Frankel S, ‘Cross-border enforcement: can you bring your case?’, LexisNexis intellectual property law accelerator conference (Auckland, October 2005).

Frankel S, ‘How international trade affects intellectual property ownership and workplace practices’, *IP at work conference, Interdisciplinary Center (incorporating the Radzyner Law School)* (Herzliya, Israel, December 2005).


Knight D, “I’m Not Gay - Not That There’s Anything Wrong With That”: Are Unwanted Imputations of Gayness Defamatory?, *Sexuality and Citizenship Symposium, Faculty of Law, Victoria University of Wellington* (Wellington, November 2005).

Lewis M, ‘Free trade agreements: is there a way out of the prisoner’s dilemma?’, *Free Trade Agreements: Boon or Bane for Australasia? ANZSIL conference* (Wellington, August 2005).


McDonald E, ‘Recent evidence law reform’, *District Court Research Counsel conference* (Wellington, 14 October 2005).


McLachlan C, ‘Should FTA’s be used to secure investment protection?’, *ANZSIL/ NZCPL annual symposium* (August 2005).


McLay G, ‘What is a research project?’, *Accounting and commercial law research conference* (Wellington, August 2004).


Mossop J, 'Improving legal frameworks for maritime security In the Asia Pacific region', *ANZSIL annual conference* (Canberra, June 2005).

Mossop J, 'Policy issues in Antarctica and the Southern Ocean: fixing CCAMLR’s wobbly wheels', *Oceans of opportunities workshop, Lincoln University* (Christchurch, 10 February 2005).

Palmer M, 'Administrative law and constitutional realism in New Zealand', *Administrative law and process in the US and abroad: cross-disciplinary perspectives, University of San Diego and University of California,* (San Diego, Del Mar, USA, January 2005).

Palmer M, 'Who interprets an unwritten constitution? Towards constitutional realism', *Centre for constitutional studies conference on legislative constitutionalism, University of Alberta* (Banff, Canada, July 2004).


Prebble J, 'Fictions of income tax law', *University of Wales at Swansea* (Swansea, November 2005).


**Theses**

**LLM**


FACULTY OF SCIENCE

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Chapters


Articles


Burnham D, Keall S N, Nelson N, Daugherty C, ‘T cell function in tuatara (Sphenodon punctatus)’, Comparative Immunology, Microbiology and Infectious Diseases, 28 (2005), pp. 213-222.


McConkey K, Bell B, ‘Activity and habitat use of waders are influenced by tide, time and weather’, *Emu*, 105 (2005), pp. 1–10.


### Published Conference Papers


### Other Academic Publications


Ackerley D, ‘ChrR is a chromate-reducing flavoenzyme of *Pseudomonas putida* that also defends against oxidative stress in vivo’, *American Society for Microbiology general meeting* (Atlanta, GA, May 2005). (Poster).


Sargeant T, Miller J, Day D, ‘Chronic prenatal opiate treatment down-regulates the neural migration specific marker doublecortin (DCX), and perturbs development of the mouse neocortex’, Australasian Winter Conference on Brain Research (AWCBR) (Queenstown, New Zealand, August 2005). (Poster).


Van Horik J, Burns K, Productivity of North Island kaka on Kapiti Island (Wellington, Department of Conservation, 2005), DOC Internal Publication.


Software and Databases


Reports


**Conference Presentations**


Ackerley D, ‘A chromate-reducing flavoenzyme that guards against oxidative stress’, *West Coast Bacterial Physiologists meeting* (Asilomar, California, December 2004).


Beddek A, Jordan T, Martin D, 'The emergence of a new meningococcal strain in New Zealand', 15th annual Queenstown molecular biology meeting (Queenstown, August 2005).


Burns K, 'A biogeographic comparison of heteroblasty between New Caledonia and New Zealand', Ecological Society of New Zealand annual meeting (Nelson, August-September 2005).

Burns K, 'Neutral theory predicts fruit-frugivore interactions in a temperate rainforest', 4th international symposium on Frugivory and seed dispersal (Brisbane, July 2005).

Burns K, 'Patterns in the diversity and distribution of vines and epiphytes in a New Zealand forest', Ecological Society of New Zealand annual meeting (Invercargill, August-September 2004).

Chapple D, 'Group structure and stability in a social lizard, Egernia whitii', Joint meeting of the Australian Society of Herpetologists (ASH), Society for Research on Amphibians and Reptiles in New Zealand (SRARNZ) and Fiji Society of Herpetologists (FiSH) (Springbrook, Queensland, 7–11 February 2005).


Chapple D, 'Phylogeography of the marbled skink (Cyclodina Oliveri) complex', 8th annual New Zealand Molecular Ecology meeting (Wainui, Christchurch, December 2005).


Dixson A, 'What is the mandrill’s mating system?', *XIIXth International Congress of Zoology* (Beijing, August 2004).


Hare K, Daugherty C, Miller J, 'Do nocturnal lizards have cold-adapted enzymes?', *First joint meeting of Australian Society of Herpetologists, Society for Research on Amphibians and Reptiles in New Zealand, and Fijian Society of Herpetologists* (Springbrook, Queensland, Australia 2005).

Hare K, Pledger S, Thompson M, Miller J, Daugherty C, 'Low cost of locomotion in lizards that are active at low temperatures', *22nd annual meeting of the Australian and New Zealand Society for Comparative Physiology and Biochemistry* (Dunedin, December 2005).

Hartley S, 'Spread and dispersal of the Argentine ant', *Ant control workshop, covering Darwin’s and Argentine ants; sponsored by Tasman District Council & Biosecurity NZ* (Wellington, April 2005).


Harvey S, Perry R, Coolbear T, Reid J, Jordan T, 'Application of 2D-DIGE to dairy microorganisms for proteomic comparison of strains', *8th symposium on lactic acid bacteria* (Egmond an Zee, August 2005).

Hasenbank M, Blaga C, Collie H, Pledger S, Hartley S, Lester P, 'Responses of *Pieris rapae* and *Plutella xylostella* to different host plant densities at different scales', *New Zealand Ecological Society annual conference* (Nelson, August - September 2005).


La Flamme A, 'Understanding the role of macrophages in the modulation of EAE by schistosomiasis', *Helminths as Modulators of Immunity* (Hamburg, Germany, June 2005).

Lester P, Bell V, ‘The parasitism rate of leafrollers is influenced by the regional, rather than local, distribution of resources in NZ apple orchards’, International Congress of Entomology (ICE) (Brisbane, August 2004).


Miller J, ‘In defense of sponges: the peloruside diaries’, Wellington Health and Biomedical Research Society focus meeting on natural products (Wellington, November 2005).
Miller J, Day D, Flanagan G, Gottfried S, Kivell B, Lake B, Mash D, Schenk S, 'MDMA-treated rats have reduced serotonin transporter function without a reduction in mRNA or protein', Medical Sciences congress (Queenstown, 6–9 December 2005).


Nelson N, 'Conservation-biased research on a New Zealand treasure, the tuatara', First joint meeting of the Australian Society of Herpetologists, Society for Research on Amphibians and Reptiles in New Zealand and Fijian Society of Herpetologists (Springbrook, Queensland, 7–11 February 2005).

Nelson N, 'How will tuatara populations be affected by global warming?', Allan Wilson Centre student symposium (Palmerston North, May 2004).


Phillips N, 'Recruitment of benthic invertebrates to the rocky shores around Wellington: dramatic differences between the Cook Strait Coast and Wellington Harbour', Annual meeting, New Zealand Marine Sciences Society (Wellington, New Zealand, July 2005).


Ramstad K, Allendorf F, Daugherty C, Nelson N, 'Integrating traditional Māori and scientific ecological knowledge of the tuatara (Sphenodon)', Allan Wilson Centre student symposium (Palmerston North, May 2004).
Ramstad K, Nelson N, Allendorf F, Daugherty C, 'Conservation of culture and species in Aotearoa: Maori traditional ecological knowledge of tuatara (Sphenodon)', *University of Montana College of Arts and Sciences Research Conference* (Missoula, Montana, April 2005).

Rawson P, 'DIGE principles', *Centre For Biodiscovery miniconference* (Wellington, December 2004).


Shima J, Swearer S E, 'Demographic connectivity: integrating larval condition, dispersal pathways and post-recruitment survival', *Joint conference of the NZ Marine Science Society, 4th international conference on marine bioinvasions and MARGINS; 7th Indo-Pacific Fish conference (invited symposium contribution)* (Wellington, New Zealand; Taipei, August; May 2005).


Zuccarello J, 'Algal species: reconciling gene sequence data with 'traditional' species
definitions', 8th international phycological congress symposium: interfacing molecular
and morphological data in algal systematics (Durban, 14–20 August 2005).

Zuccarello J, 'Morphological statis, reproductive isolation and phylogeography in the red
algal species complex *Bostrychia radicans/B. moritziana*, 7th New Zealand molecular
ecology meeting (3–5 December 2004).

**Theses**

**PhD**

Chan M, 'Conservation genetics and hybridisation of the Forbes' parakeet (*Cyanoramphus
forbesi*) in the Chatham Islands'. 2005.


Lacowicz L, 'Population biology of mussels (*Aulacomya maoriana, Mytilus galloprovincialis
and Pema canaliculus*) from rocky intertidal shores in Wellington Harbour, New
Zealand'. 2005.


McAlpine K, 'Seedling recruitment of the environmental weed *Berberis darwinii* (Darwin's

Mrkusich E, 'Opioid receptor mRNA expression in the developing rat brain: a fluorescence in
situ hybridisation study'. 2005.

Styche A, 'Distribution and Behavioural Ecology of the Sulpher-Crested Cockatoo (*Cacatua
galerita L.*). 2005.


**MSc**

Atarera H, 'The effects of MDMA (Ecstasy) on serotonin transporter mRNA expression in
rat brain: a model for human drug abuseThe effects of MDMA (Ecstasy) on Serotonin


Davies C, 'A comparative study of mycalamide activity in mammalian cells and in the

Francke J, 'Ecological implications of habitat fragmentation and restoration for the gecko
*Hoplodactylus maculatus*'. 2005.

Hicks S, 'The translocation of Whiteheads(*Mohoua albicilla*) from Kapiti Island into Karori

Hill K, 'Using phylogenetics and nested clade analysis to understand the population
structure of a New Zealand cicada, (*Maoricicada campbelli*)', 2005.


CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Chapters


Articles


Cook D, Rickard C, Curtis N, Waters J, 'Compounds of nickel(II) with 5SR, 7RS, 12SR, 14SR-5, 12-dimethyl-7, 14-diphenyl-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane, rml2: The structures of [Ni(rml2)][ClO4]_2, 0.5H_2O and cis-[Ni(rml2)(acac)]ClO_4', *Polyhedron*, 24, June (2005), pp. 3022-3031.


Curtis N, Puschmann H, 'Compounds of some alkylamido-substituted cyclic tetraamines with nickel(II); the structure of trans-[Ni(L)(OCO_2H)(OH)_2]_2. trans-[Ni(L)(OH)_2]_2 ClO_4.2HCO_3, L = trans-6,13-dimethyl-6,13-bis(ethylamido)-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane', *Polyhedron*, 24, November (2005), pp. 281-287.


Naqib S, Cooper J, Tallon J, 'The doping phase diagram of Y_{1-x}Ca_Ba_x(Cu_{y-z}Zn_z)O_{1+y}, from transport measurements: tracking the pseudogap below T_c(y=0)', Physics Review B, 71 (2005), p. 054502.


Young B, MacLaughlin D, Rose M, Ishida K, Bernal O, Lukefahr H, Heuser K, Stewart G, ‘Disorder effects near a magnetic instability in CePtSi$_{1-x}$Ge$_x$, x=0, 0.1’, Physical Review B, 70, Article Number 024401 (2004), pp. 1–14.

Published Conference Papers


Staff and Student Research 2005
Other Academic Publications


Richardson M, ‘Narrower than the wavelength of light’, *MacDiarmid Young Scientist of the Year Award nominee* (Auckland, New Zealand 2005). (Poster).


Software and Databases

Lukefahr H, Software package to control cryogenic nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometers and analyze the data acquired by these spectrometers (Victoria University of Wellington, 2004).

Richardson M, Lott N, Remote monitoring and analysis software for the Dallas Semiconductor One-wire Thermochron iButton (Victoria University of Wellington, 2005).

Film/Video - Research


Conference Presentations


Harvey J, ‘Adventures abroad with the allyl cation’, Wellington branch of the New Zealand Institute of Chemistry (Wellington, New Zealand, October 2004).


Le Ru E, ‘Plasmon resonances of Ag colloids studied by Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS)’, AMN2 conference (Queenstown, New Zealand, February 2005).


**Theses**

**PhD**


MSc


EARTH SCIENCES

Books and Scholarly Editions


Edited Collections


Chapters


Kindon S, 'Participatory action research', in *Qualitative research methods in human geography*, edited by I Hay (Melbourne, Oxford University Press, 2005), 2 Ed, pp. 207–220.


Articles


Staff and Student Research 2005 235


**Published Conference Papers**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Reports**


Conference Presentations


Barrett P, ‘Use of texture for inferring past ice extent and sea level change from coastal glacigenic strata, with an example from the Cape Roberts Project on the Ross Sea margin of Antarctica’, IAS conference on glacial processes and products (Aberystwyth, August 2005).


Crozier M, ‘High magnitude multiple-occurrence landslide events in New Zealand’, Sixth international conference on geomorphology (Zaragoza, Spain, September 2005).


Hutchings J, 'Presented the inaugural Te Mata o Te Tau lecture', *Maori and nanotechnology* (Wellington, February 2005).


Morrison P, 'Migration and decline. Modelling the dynamics of small towns', *45th congress of the European Regional Science Association (ERSAS)* (Amsterdam, August 2005).


Murray W, ‘Monitoring the closer economic partnership between Chile and New Zealand’, CELAO inaugural conference (Melbourne, July 2005).


Naidu V, ‘Breaking the poverty circle in the Pacific Islands’, Parkinson memorial lecture (Suva, Fiji, April 2005).


Naidu V, ‘The state of the State in Fiji: some failings in the periphery’, Globalisation, governance and The Pacific Islands, state, society and governance in Melanesia project (Canberra, October 2005).


Preston N, Dikau R, ‘Process interaction and sediment delivery in the Pleiser Huegelland, Germany’, International Association of Hydrological Sciences symposium on sediment transport through the fluvial system (Moscow, Russia, August 2004).


Stern T, Okaya D, Baldock G, Scherwath M, 'Combined active and passive seismology to study continental collision: central South Island of New Zealand', *AGU (American Geophysical Union) fall meeting* (San Francisco, December 2005).

Stern T, Stratford W, Salmon M, Pulford A, 'Crustal structure, volcanism and rock uplift above an active subduction zone', *IAVCEI general assembly: volcanism and its impact on society* (Pucon, Chile, November 2004).


Vowles T, 'Inter-metropolitan air service linkages and shifts in the urban hierarchy', *Association of American Geographers annual meeting* (Denver, April 2005).


Williams P, 'Gifted and talented with environmental education', *Gifted Edge conference* (Lower Hutt, September 2005).

Williams P, 'Sustainable relationships - key to the success of New Zealand enviroschools', *3WEEC - 3rd world environment education conference* (Turin, Italy, October 2005).

**Theses**

**PhD**

Duclos M, 'Insights on plate boundary deformation from seismic anisotropy in the New Zealand Upper Mantle': 2005.


Liu H, 'Mapping snow cover from satellites with application to numerical weather prediction': 2005.

Staff and Student Research 2005 247

MDS
Gorman B, "Lessons learned by New Zealand disaster relief and development NGOs from humanitarian response to the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami", 2005.
Lukacs de Pereny Martens V, "Informality, squatters and the state: the urban property formalization experience in contemporary Peru", 2005.


MEnviStud
Kearse A, "Options for implementing higher environmental standards within the Wellington food and beverage service industry", 2005.
Parsons W, "Towards sustainability in a warming world: adapting to the effects of climate change through mainstreaming policy at the Kapiti Coast District Council", 2005.
MSc


MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

Books and Scholarly Editions

Khmaladze E, Lectures in mathematical demography and insurance mathematics (Moscow, ComKniga, 2005), 278pp.


Chapters


Articles


Staff and Student Research 2005


Published Conference Papers


**Other Academic Publications**


**Software and Databases**

Bubendorfer K, ‘Port’ of the Flexinet software from Java 1.1 to Java 1.5 (Victoria University of Wellington, 2005).

Fogelberg C, Zhang M, VLPG (Victoria Linear Genetic Programming package) V1.0, open source software (VUW, 2005).

Smart W, Zhang M, VGP (Victoria Genetic Programming) V1.0 and V2.0, Open source software (VUW, 2005).

**Reports**


**Conference Presentations**


Clark M, ‘Gender equity in undergraduate classrooms’, 10th international congress on mathematical education (Copenhagen, Denmark, July 2004).


Clark M, ‘Mathematics education for indigenous and immigrant students: a New Zealand experience’, Mathematics and Education Departments, Memorial University (St Johns, Newfoundland, Canada, September 2004).
Clark M, 'The canonical curriculum and indigenous students', *McMaster University mathematics majors* (November 2004).

Cocke M, Donelan P, Gibson C, 'Trajectory singularities for a class of parallel motions', *8th Sao Carlos international workshop on real and complex singularities* (Luminy, France, July 2004).


Frean M, 'Particle filters and inference for stochastic processes on graphs', *NZ Institute for Mathematics and its Applications (NZIMA) seminar series on hidden Markov models* (Victoria University, Wellington, June-November 2005).

Frean M, 'Using HMMs to control dynamical systems', *2nd workshop on hidden Markov models and complex systems* (Wellington, December 2005).


Khmaladze E, 'Differentiation of sets in measure and some application to probability and statistics', *ESF Exploratory workshop on specification testing* (Santander, Spain, December 2005).


Khmaladze E, 'Local processes at the boundaries of convex bodies', *International conference on future of statistical research* (Hyderabad 2005).

Khmaladze E, ‘Spacial martingale and related problems in statistics’, ISI conference on stochastic processes and applications (Kolkata 2005).


Leslie N, ‘Definitional uses of elimination rules in logic (and type theory)’, Workshop on type theory, Lambda calculus and proof theory (St Andrews, Scotland, August 2005).


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MSc**


**PSYCHOLOGY**

**Books and Scholarly Editions**


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


### Articles


Jackson S, 'Dear Girlfriend...: constructions of sexual health and sexual identities in letters to a teenage magazine', Sexualities, 8, 3 (2005), pp. 282-305.


White M, ‘Removing eyebrows impairs recognition of famous faces, or doesn’t, depending on how the eyebrows are removed’, Perception, 33 (2004), pp. 1215-1220.


**Published Conference Papers**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Reports**


**Conference Presentations**


Jackson S, ’Armed with knowledge?': educating young women about rape', Women’s Studies Association conference (Auckland, November 2005).


Liu J, 'Beyond discourses of equality versus culture: a relational approach to biculturalism and multicultural recognition', *Canterbury University conference on biculturalism or multiculturalism* (Christchurch, September 2005).


Polaschek D, ‘Rethinking offence mapping in violence treatment programmes’, NZPssS conference (Dunedin, September 2005).


Vess J, 'Expert witness testimony in forensic cases', New Zealand Department of Corrections Psychological Service Southern regional forum (Wellington, April 2005).


Ward C, 'Alternative approaches to the assessment of acculturation orientations and their influence on psychological and sociocultural adaptation', 7th European Regional Congress of the International Association for Cross-cultural Psychology (San Sebastian, July 2005).


Ward C, 'Interactions with international students', Education New Zealand conference (Christchurch, August 2005).

Ward C, 'Intercultural interactions, perceived discrimination and life satisfaction in international students in New Zealand', 7th European Regional Congress of the International Association for Cross-cultural Psychology (San Sebastian, July 2005).

Weatherall A, "Hardout over rated": communicating norms of sexual health to youth', 34rd annual meeting of the Society for Australasian Social Psychologists (Townsville, April 2005).

Wilshire C, Keall L, Stuart E, O'Donnell D, 'Exploring the dynamics of aphasic word production using the picture-word interference task: a case study', 32nd Australasian experimental psychology conference (Melbourne, April 1-3 2005).


Theses

PhD


Strange D, 'Factors that influence adults' false memories also influence children's false memories'. 2005.

MSc

Browne J, 'Diet and postpartum depression study', 2005.


Guo X, 'Testing the contact hypothesis interculturally: contact between Asian international and domestic students in New Zealand', 2005.


Sexton S, 'Men's body image dissatisfaction and cognitive distortion', 2005.


Wilkins H, 'The impact of co-rumination on depression in a longitudinal study of adolescents: does girls' talking more ruminatively about their problems with a friend increase their risk of depression?', 2005.
## CENTRES AND INSTITUTES

### INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MODERN LETTERS

#### Edited Collections


#### Chapters


#### Articles

- Wilkins D, 'What writers have on their walls', *Landfall*, 209 (2005), pp. 158-164.

#### Performance - Live


Hall B, *Poems read at 'Beauty, even'* (Wellington, City Gallery, 2005).


Wilkins D, *Drinking games* (Wellington, Downstage theatre, August, 2005).

**Dramatic and Literary Texts**


Hall B, ‘In the sign of the archer’, in Beauty, even (Wellington, City gallery, 2005), pp. 18-19.

Hall B, ‘In the Sign of the Archer - an essay on my friend, the artist Joanna Margaret Paul’, in Beauty, even, edited by Emma Bugden, Greg Donson and Gregory O’Brien (Wellington, City Gallery, 2005).


Manhire B, ‘Mist Russia’, in PNR 161 (Russia, 2005), 31 #3.

Manhire B, 'Still life', in PNR 161 (Russia, 2005), 31 #3.


Manhire B, 'Vroege Dagen in de Kolonie', in Revolver 125 Nieuw-Zeeland:Natuurlijk Experiment (2005), 31, #4, pp. 18-23.

Manhire B, 'Without form', in PNR 161 (Russia, 2005), 31 #3.


**Film/Video - Research**

Hall B, (Writer and Performer), 'Antarctic poem 'Snap'' (Hastings, Artsville, TV 1, Third Party Productions, 2005).

Wilkins D, (Co-scriptwriter), 'Insiders guide to happiness episode 10' (New Zealand, Gibson Group, April, 2004).

Wilkins D, (Co-scriptwriter), 'Insiders guide to happiness episode 12' (New Zealand, Gibson Group, April, 2004).

Wilkins D, (Co-scriptwriter), 'Insiders guide to happiness episode 3' (New Zealand, Gibson Group, April, 2004).

Wilkins D, (Co-scriptwriter), 'Insiders guide to happiness episode 5' (New Zealand, Gibson Group, April, 2004).

**Conference Presentations**

Duncum K, 'Cherish (a reading of the play)', Australian national playwrights conference (Newcastle, NSW, June-July 2005).

**Theses**

**MA**


Blyth S, 'Offering it up to Jesus'. 2005.
Bourke M A, 'From the notebooks'. 2005.
Gezentsvey D, 'Hats to the wind'. 2005.
Gorman N, 'Sometimes we are nothing left'. 2005.
Lash S, 'President Brie'. 2005.
Leitch N, 'Lessons to learn'. 2005.
Poole S, 'Sweet'. 2005.
Ritchie M, 'The magnificent failure(s).'. 2005.
Smith M, 'Horse, with hat.' 2005.
Tse C, 'All you can eat.' 2005.
Van der Zijpp B, 'Within the rules of spite and malice.' 2005.
Zander B, 'Got love if you want it.' 2005.

**INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF COMPETITION AND REGULATION**

**Articles**


**Published Conference Papers**


**Other Academic Publications**

Boyle G, 'Take this Job and Hedge It', *Competition and Regulation Times*, 18, November (2005).


**Conference Presentations**

Boyle G, 'Hedging the value of waiting', *Centre for Analytical Finance summer conference* (Hyderabad, August 2005).

## STOUT RESEARCH CENTRE

### Edited Collections


### Chapters


### Articles


### Conference Presentations


## TREATY OF WAITANGI RESEARCH UNIT

### Edited Collections

Hill R, (Series Editor), Historical Documents Series, (Wellington, Treaty of Waitangi Research Unit, 2005), 1v.

### Chapters


Other Academic Publications


Reports


Conference Presentations


UNIVERSITY TEACHING DEVELOPMENT CENTRE

Chapters


Articles


**Published Conference Papers**


Marshall S, Garry M, 'NESB and ESB students’ attitudes and perceptions of plagiarism’, *Educational integrity: values in teaching, learning and research: proceedings of the 2nd Asia-Pacific Educational Integrity conference*, edited by Charmain Eckersley (Newcastle, NSW, University of Newcastle, 2005).


Wright T, Noble J, Marshall S, ‘Using a system of tutorials and groups to increase feedback and teach user interface design’, *Proceedings of the seventh Australasian Computer Science conference*, edited by A Young and D Tolhurst (Newcastle, Australia, Research and Practice in Information Technology, 2005), 42.

**Other Academic Publications**


Reports


Conference Presentations


Sutherland K, Retna K, ‘VUW tutors: the big picture. findings from a research project on the status, support and satisfaction’, VUW tutors’ conference (Wellington, October 2005).
Staff and Student Research 2005